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Abstract
Recent advances in artificial intelligence have increased interest in conversational systems in a variety
of domains. As these conversational systems become more ubiquitous in everyday life, it becomes
increasingly imperative that they are explainable in order to bridge the gap between human users and
machine learning models. In this work, we investigate the trade-offs between non-explainable and
explainable conversational systems. In particular, we train an explainable model to complete the ShARC
conversational machine reading task and compare its performance to non-explainable, state-of-the-art
models. In addition, we discuss future avenues of work in the domain of explainable conversational
systems.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, researchers have focused on improving chatbots to handle complex tasks in a
variety of domains such as e-commerce [1], music recommendation [2], and general chit-chat
[3]. Due to the growing complexity of these models, many researchers have begun to focus on
the topic of explainability and transparency. Research has shown that explainability improves
trustworthiness, effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction [4]. Providing transparency for
why a chatbot returned a particular answer can help users understand the system’s reasoning
and potentially scrutinize and correct the model. We present our current work on explainable
conversational systems through extractive explanations in conversational machine reasoning, a
sub-type of task-oriented dialogue systems. In particular, we show that an explainable conversational machine reading system performs comparably to its non-explainable counterparts. We
also present our roadmap for future work including:
1. Training multi-task learning for explainable conversational recommender systems using
ideas learned from the explainable conversational machine reading task.
2. Developing generative explanations for conversational systems.
3. Creating a framework to enable scrutability and allow users to provide feedback to
conversational systems.
4. Creating novel metrics to measure the efficacy of the generated explanations.
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2. Related Works
2.1. Task-oriented Dialogue Systems
In recent years, task-oriented dialogue systems have received considerable interest [5]. Unlike
open-domain dialogue systems, which do not have any predefined tasks, task-oriented dialogue
systems are developed for specific domains [6]. There are several types of research problems in
dialogue systems. Question Answering (QA) tries to answer a question given a passage with
two different settings: Extractive QA, where the answer is inside the passage; and Generative
QA, where the answer must be generated on the fly [7].
Similarly, Conversational Machine Reading (CMR) requires the agent to extract information
from the passage and be able to answer questions in a conversational manner [8]. Previous
works on the ShARC CMR dataset [9] use various techniques such as dialogue graph modeling
[10], discourse-aware entailment reasoning [11], and explicit memory tracking [12]. Although
these models can answer a user’s question with high accuracy, they are unable to explain how
it arrived at that answer. This paper aims to borrow techniques from existing task-oriented
dialogue systems and combine them with an extractive explanation module to provide both a
performative and transparent conversational system.

2.2. Transparency and Explainability
Due to the increasing complexity of machine learning models, many researchers have become
interested in developing models that are transparent and explainable. In the context of dialogue
systems, an explainable conversational agent would not only be able to respond to a user’s
utterance, but also inform the user why it responded the way it did. In addition to increasing user
confidence (trustworthiness), explainable AI can help users make decisions better (effectiveness)
and faster (efficiency), as well as increase the ease of use of a system (satisfaction) [4].
In general, there are two types of explainable machine learning models: post-hoc explanations
and inherently interpretable models. Post-hoc explanations provide explanations post-training.
Counterfactual explanations are trained to show how changing one or more than one feature
value in a data point will lead to a different prediction in the model [13]. Model agnostic methods
such as LIME [14] and SHAP [15] can generate explanations for any black-box machine learning
algorithm. In contrast, there have been several approaches to inherently interpretable models
such as set-based techniques [16] and additive models [17, 18]. In this work, we chose the
direction of inherently interpretable models. To our knowledge, this is the first work in taskoriented dialogue systems that provides explainability via multi-span rule text extraction.

3. Explainable Conversational Systems
Conversational Machine Reading (CMR) systems are a type of task-oriented dialogue systems
that are designed to answer a user’s high-level questions by interpreting natural language
rules and asking the user clarification questions. For example, in Table 1, the user asks, “Can
I get Public Housing?”. In order to determine if the user is eligible for public housing, the
conversational agent must extract rules from the rule text. The system must then learn which

Rule Text: Public Housing provides affordable rental houses or apartments for low-income
families, people who are elderly, and people with disabilities. To apply, contact a public housing
agency in your state.
User Scenario: I am a 45 year old man who does not want to decrease it up to 13 weeks under
any circumstances.
Question: Can I get Public Housing?
Follow-up 𝑄1 : Are you a low-income family?
Follow-up 𝐴1 : No
Follow-up 𝑄2 : Are you elderly?
Follow-up 𝐴2 : No
Model Output: Do you have a disability?
Explanation: Public Housing provides affordable rental houses or apartments for people with
disabilities.
Table 1
Example conversation in the ShARC dataset. Given a rule text, user scenario, and dialogue history, the
system must determine if the user’s question can be answered or if an additional follow-up question
must be generated. The model is also trained to highlight the words in the rule text that can explain
the model’s output. In the case of Inquire , as is shown in the example above, the system generates a
follow-up question and a corresponding explanation extracted from the rule text, which is highlighted
in blue.

of the extracted rules have already been covered in the users scenario, a synopsis of the user’s
circumstances which may or may not implicitly contain rules, and the dialogue history, where
the system explicitly asks the user if they meet the condition of a rule in the form of a “Yes” or
“No” question. Finally, the system must determine if it can answer the user’s question or if an
additional clarification question is needed.
For our preliminary work, we worked on solving the task outlined in the ShARC dataset
[9]. The current state-of-the-art approaches [10, 11, 12] split the problem into two tasks. The
first task is to classify the decision as “Yes”, “No”, “Irrelevant”, or “Inquire”. The “Yes” and
“No” responses directly answer the user’s question, whereas “Irrelevant” means that the user’s
question cannot be answered by the rule text. If the system classifies the conversation as
“Inquire”, the system must gather additional information from the user before returning a final
answer. This is generally done by extracting a span from the rule text and transforming the
under-specified span into a question.
Although current approaches are capable of highlighting underspecified spans in the rule text,
they are not explainable to users because the span is not a complete sentence. For example, stateof-the-art approaches would highlight “people with disabilities” in Table 1 as an underspecified
span to transform into a question. This can help developers debug the model, but would not
be a good explanation for end users because the underspecified span does not make sense on
its own. Thus, it is imperative to extract a complete sentence from the rule text in order for
the model to be considered explainable and transparent to users. Providing explainability can
improve user trust and allow users to better understand how the system generates its answers.
Additionally, explanations can also help users understand the relevance of the clarification
question and help guide them through the conversation.
In order to have a ground-truth dataset for extracted explanations, we developed a crowd-

Figure 1: Decision Making and Explanation Model

sourcing web application to annotate extractive explanations for each clarification question.
For each question, crowd workers were tasked with highlighting the portions of the rule text
that explains why the clarification is relevant to the conversation’s high-level question. Crowd
workers were encouraged to highlight complete sentences where possible so that the explanation could be read in a natural way. The new dataset consists of question-explanation pairs for
every follow-up question in the ShARC dataset.
Once the annotation was complete, we trained a new baseline model to classify decisions,
generate follow up questions if necessary, and extract explanations from the rule text. We show
that the explainable model performs comparably to non-explainable, state-of-the-art models. In
summary, we provide a new corpus of explanations for over 32k conversations in the ShARC
dataset and we developed a novel model for that can complete the original ShARC task and
simultaneously extract explanations from the rule text.

4. Model
Our system consists of two separate models that are trained for two different tasks. We first
tokenize the user question, user scenario, user history, and dialogue history as inputs. We then
train a multi-task model for decision classification and explanation extraction. For decisions
that are classified as “Inquire”, we train a second model to transform a chosen underspecified
span in the rule text into a follow-up question.

4.1. Decision Module
The decision module is responsible for determining the type of answer for the user’s question.
The system can respond with 4 classes: Yes , No , Irrelevant , Inquire . Let 𝑥𝑅 , 𝑥𝑄 , 𝑥𝑆 , 𝑥𝐹 ,𝑖 , be
the rule text, user question, user scenario, and the follow-up question and answer on the 𝑖th

turn. We concatenate these inputs into a single sequence [𝑥𝑅 , 𝑥𝑄 , 𝑥𝑆 , 𝑥𝐹 ,𝑖 ]. We then add a [CLS]
token at the start of each type of input and a [SEP] token at the end of each type of input. [CLS]
and [SEP] tokens are also added in the same manner between every 𝑖th turn of 𝑥𝐹 ,𝑖 . We then
encode the concatenated sequence using RoBERTa-base with the default dimension of 𝑑 = 768
and compute a summary 𝐶 using self-attention
𝜙𝑘 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑊𝜙 𝑈𝑘 + 𝑏𝜙 )𝑘 ∈ ℝ

(1)

𝑒𝑖

𝐶 = ∑ 𝜙𝑘 𝑈𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑑𝑈

(2)

𝑘=𝑠𝑖

where 𝑊𝜙 ∈ ℝ𝑑𝑈 , 𝑏𝜙 ∈ ℝ and 𝜙 is the normalized self-attention weights. We then calculate
the scores for each choice and select the one of the decision classes, Yes , No , Irrelevant , and
Inquire , by computing
𝑠 = 𝑊𝑠 𝐶 + 𝑏𝑠 ∈ ℝ 4
(3)
𝑑 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑘 𝑠𝑘 ∈ ℝ4

(4)

where 𝑠 is the score vector for each of the four decisions classes and 𝑑 is the selected decision.

4.2. Explanation Module
Although a single-span model used in previous works [11, 12, 19] performs well on rule span
extraction, it would not perform well on explanation extraction because many explanations are
multi-span. Thus, we use a multi-span extraction method as described in [20]. Similar to the
sequence tagging problem, a common task in Named Entity Recognition (NER), the multi-span
model outputs a probability distribution over a set of tags for each token. We experiment using
IO-tagging to determine whether a token is inside (I) the answer or outside (O). Let ℎ be the
same contextualized representation as mentioned in the single-span model. For every token,
we calculate the probability of the tag of the i-th token as
𝑝𝑖 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑓 (ℎ𝑖 ))

(5)

where 𝑝 ∈ ℝ𝑚×|𝑆| and f is a parameterized function with |𝑆| outputs. Training is done by
minimizing the binary cross entropy. During test time, the predicted tag for each token is
selected by choosing the tag with the highest probability.
We implement the multi-span model as a second task for the model to train for, along with
the aforementioned decision classification module. If the decision is “Inquire”, then the objective
of the model is to extract the explanation for the follow-up question that should be generated. If
the decision is “Yes” or “No”, then the objective is to extract the explanation for why the system
came to that conclusion. The explanation for irrelevant decisions is an empty string as there is
no explanation for an irrelevant case. After generating the explanation for each conversation,
each token that is part of the explanation is labelled as (I) and all other tokens that are not part
of the explanation are labelled as (O). The model is then trained to correctly tag each token as
either (I) or (O). The total loss ℒ of the model is calculated as:
ℒ = ℒ𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ℒ𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(6)

Figure 2: Question Generation Model

4.3. Question Generation Module
We follow the question generation techniques as described in [11]. All decisions classified
as Inquire are passed to the question generation model as shown in Figure 2. The rule text
is first split up into rule sentences. The resulting sentences are then concatenated with the
question, user scenario, and the user’s dialogue history. The sequence is then encoded using
RoBERTa-base and transformed into tokens. The model is trained to learn a start vector 𝑤𝑠 ∈ ℝ𝑑
and end vector 𝑤𝑒 ∈ ℝ𝑑 with the constraint that the start and end positions are in the same rule
sentence:
⊤
𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥(w⊤
(7)
𝑠 t𝑘,𝑖 + w𝑒 t𝑘,𝑗 )
𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

where i,j are the start and end positions of the chosen span and k is the sentence which contains
the span. The model is trained to maximize the sum of the log-likelihood of the correct start and
end positions. Since there is no ground-truth span dataset, a span supervision dataset is noisily
generated by selecting the minimum edit distance of the each follow-up question in order to
extract spans from the rule text. Finally, we concatenate the rule text and chosen underspecified
span and finetune UniLM [7] to rephrase the span into a question.

5. Results
The performance of the decision classification and question generation sub-tasks can be seen
in Table 2. The results show that the micro-accuracy and macro-accuracy of the explainable
model is similar to that of state-of-the-art, non-explainable models. Given the simplicity of the

Models
BERTQA [19]
E3 [19]
EMT [12]
Discern [11]
DGM [10]
Our Model

Micro Acc.
68.6
68.0
73.2
74.9
78.6
71.6

Macro Acc.
73.7
73.4
78.3
79.8
82.2
77.4

BLEU1
47.4
66.9
67.5
65.7
71.8
62.5

BLEU4
54.0
53.7
53.2
52.4
60.2
48.8

Table 2
Performance on the development set of the ShARC end-to-end task for the decision classification and
question generation sub-tasks.

decision-making module of our model, it would be interesting to see if combining a state-of-theart decision classifier with our explanation module would yield better performance. It would
also be interesting to experiment with using the extracted explanation as a span to pass to the
UniLM model rather than having a separate model trained to extract under-specified spans.
Given that the explainable model slightly under-performs non-explainable models, developers
of conversational systems would have to weigh the trade-offs between decision classification
accuracy and transparency.
Additionally, we calculate the exact match (EM) and F1 scores for the extracted explanations
of the dialogue history in Table 3. Note that for Irrelevant, the F1 score is omitted because
there are no tokens to be highlighted, which always leads to an F1 score of 0. We also ran an
additional annotation phase to check if the extracted explanations were of acceptable quality,
which can be seen in the Valid column of Table 3. Annotators are shown the entire dialogue
and rule text, as well as the model’s generated explanation. They are then asked whether they
believe the explanation sufficiently answers why the model’s output is relevant to the user’s
question.
The model outputs the best explanations the best when the decision class is “Yes” and the
worst when the decision class is “No” across all three metrics. This suggests that the model can
better explain why a user has met condition(s) better than why a user did not meet condition(s).
Interestingly, the performance of “Inquire” lies between “Yes” and “No”. This means that
the model understands which rule should be asked next and can generate the corresponding
explanation. One major limitation of the explanation metrics is that EM and F1 captures
whether the predicted explanation is similar to the labelled ground truth and does not measure
whether the explanation is syntactically correct or is a sufficient explanation for human users.
Additionally, manually verifying if explanations are sufficient is not a scalable metric. Thus, a
scalable, algorithmic approach is needed to measure the correctness of the explanations.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present an explainable dialogue system for conversational machine reading.
Our model runs multi-task learning to train for both decision classification and extractive
explanation generation. We show that an explainable model has comparable performance to
non-explainable, state-of-the-art models. The explanations returned can help users understand

Class
Yes
No
Inquire
Irrelevant

EM
45.2
33.8
37.4
97.8

F1
88.7
82.5
84.0
-

User Score
77.1
65.8
70.0
97.8

Table 3
Extractive explanations for conversation. F1 score is omitted for Irrelevant because F1 score will always
be zero as no tag should be labelled as (I).

the model’s response. In future work, we plan to use generative methods to provide natural
language explanations to users. Additionally, we plan to explore how we can use multi-task
learning as described in this paper and apply it to a conversational recommender system. We
will also investigate how to make the model scrutable so that users can fix incorrect assumptions
about their user scenario. Finally, we plan to design better metrics to measure the correctness
of generated explanations.
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